Timecard GPS is a workforce mobility application that generates time, attendance, forms, and GPS tracking
information from a Smart Phone or tablet. The mobile data captured helps you better manage your mobile
work force by increasing productivity, reducing time-theft, and reducing back office payroll process.

Timecard GPS benefits:
Helps companies with Labor Law regulations.
Fast return on investment by eliminating time-theft.
Better visibility to manage mobile workers activities and
GPS movement.
Reduce processing payroll time and more accurate time calculations.

Live customer support and new release enhancement at no
additional annual costs.
Easy integration into accounting and payroll systems.
Reduce mileage expenses with accurate miles traveled.
More efficiency and better visibility of job costing and overtime.

Timecard features include:
Application works in or out of coverage.
Team/Crew/Supervisor/Individual clock in.
Digital timesheet signoff.
Clock in lock location discrepancy report.
California Meal Enforcement Rules.
GPS smart fencing and triggered rules for speed and stationary.
Easy to use and reliable.
Supervisor Individual app.
Photo capture and digital signature capture.

Custom forms configurable on clock in/out/manual entries.
Google Enterprise Mapping.
Overtime rules for payroll calculations.
Over 30 reports in total and exportable.
Integraties into over 100 payroll and accounting systems.
Microsoft SQL Timecard integrator.
Over 18 notifications such as clock in controls and breaks.
All data stored in the cloud for 6 months.
Google turn by turn directions.

What our customers say about Timecard GPS:
“Thanks to Timecard and ADP Time and Attendance, we have been able to simplify our business practices and save substantial money on
payroll and labor costs. With all around improved accuracy, cuts in payroll processing times and overtime savings, both solutions have
helped to increase productivity by leaps and bounds. We no longer have to worry about excess paperwork, lengthy manual entry or workers
padding their timesheets. Plus, we now have proof of location and time spent on each job in real time.”
--- Director of Operations, CleanStreet

View individual worker details including
activity and current position.

The ‘Breadcrumb’ trail view shows speed,
direction, location, and status of workers.

Setup triggers for entering or exiting area,
speed and movement.

Get started with Timecard and revolutionize your business...

Smart fences can be setup around any
mapped location.
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